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Here we present the final 100 start-ups of the Start-up Challenge contest 
in 6 categories. These business ideas will have the unique opportunity to 
present themselves to the representatives of the largest corporations, 
investors and experts at the European Start-up Days. Start-ups will be 
exhibited in the Spodek Arena in Katowice and International Congress 
Centre in a specially built Scale-up Alley where they will talk about their 
business concept. 
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1
BETA BIO TECHNOLOGY
F OR HUMAN.  
BIOTECHNOLOGY, MEDICINE , ECOLOGY

The company is involved in extracting highly 
purified protein beta glucan and fibre from oats 
(a world scale innovative solution). Beta glucan 
extract 80% (soluble, gelling, colourless, and 
odourless) is generated in a laboratory. Now 
Beta Bio Technology is preparing for an invest-
ment but lacks the capital to effectively apply for 
EU support and to go ahead with its investment 
idea. Know how, technological line, location, 
the project’s scale and its pro-healthy effects in 
case of civilisation diseases make the prospects 
of obtaining a globally competitive product look 
very good (the return on investment – as pro-
jected by Beta Bio Technology – is 2-3 years). 

2
L APARO
F OR HUMAN.  
BIOTECHNOLOGY, MEDICINE , ECOLOGY

Laparo specialises in medical simulation. The 
company designs and manufactures devices for 
minimally invasive surgery training. In just one 
year, Laparo has developed three laparosco-
py training devices: Aspire, in the applicant’s 
opinion the world’s cheapest trainer; Advance 
– an enhanced version addressed to hospital 
wards; and Laparo Analytic – as claimed by the 
applicant – the sole simulator in the world with 
comprehensive analysis of training on physical 
objects. It has been certified. Laparo has 
registered a utility model; work is under way on 
patenting the technology. A sales and distribu-
tion network is now being developed and work 
is under way on other devices, including a hybrid 
simulator – training on physical objects and in a 
virtual environment, medical BR simulators and 
a new technology that may revolutionise the 
approach to surgery teaching.

3
NE XBIO SP. Z O.O.
F OR HUMAN.  
BIOTECHNOLOGY, MEDICINE , ECOLOGY

Nexbio is a biotechnological company specialis-
ing in molecular analysis supporting early detec-
tion of diseases that are hazardous to crops. As 
stated by the applicant, it offers globally unique 
panels for genetic testing to detect pathogens in 
grains. In effect, it may prevent the development 
of crop diseases by specific selection of crop 
protection products. The solution is cheaper, 
more effective and more ecological since it 
reduces the consumption of pesticides to only 
those that fight the actual hazard. 

Nexbio has also been working on a portable 
module for DNA analysis in the lab-on-chip 
formula to hold such tests on site, outside of 
laboratories. Members of the team hold several 
dozen patents in biotechnology.

4
CHALLENGEROCKET
BUSINESS & IC T.  
MANAGEMENT, ANALYSIS AND DECISION 
PROCESSES , HR

Challengerocket.com is an innovative product 
to recruit IT specialists which – with sourcing 
(attracting new candidates) and screening 
(assessment of knowledge) with the use of the 
hackathon formula – is an innovative way of 
attracting candidates with verified competenc-
es (not simply stated on CVs). In the time of 
code hackathons, programmers code solu-
tions in browsers and the codes are assessed 
automatically. This is a fundamental difference 
to traditional recruitment. “Sourcing”: program-
mers who already have a job are interested in 
participating in a hackathon that makes it pos-
sible to reach them. “Screening”:  competences 
are assessed in a standardised and automatic 
way (programmer costs and less involvement 
by other companies in recruitment). No other 
solution for IT specialist recruitment on the 
market – claim the authors – provides for such 
fast finding and verification of employees’ 
competences. 

5
LEGALUP
BUSINESS & IC T.  
MANAGEMENT, ANALYSIS AND DECISION 
PROCESSES , HR

LegalUp is a platform or tool that in its environ-
ment and very narrow specialisation enables 
business people and consumers to reach law-
yers that have the required, often very specific, 
expert knowledge, in a short time.  The core 
operating principle of LegalUp is very simple: 
a person requiring legal support completes an 
interactive form. On that basis, a brief is devel-
oped by the system with details of the need. The 
brief is distributed to lawyers registered on the 
service whose experience is best suited to the 
customer’s needs. The interested lawyers make 
offers which are sorted in a manner that sup-
ports customers in selecting an optimum offer. 
Additionally, Legalup offers a range of standard 
legal services at fixed prices. Development 
works on the system are now being finalised 
(the system will be fully functioning in about two 
months). The lawyer base is over 200 persons.

6
PL ACEME
BUSINESS & IC T.  
MANAGEMENT, ANALYSIS AND DECISION 
PROCESSES , HR

placeme supports business people and managers 
in selecting the best location for their business 
as a result of projection and visualisation of sales 
potential down to a single address with just a few 
clicks.  It also uses machine learning to detect 
relationships between characteristics of a micro 
region and sales of each product and benchmark-
ing of sales networks with competitors. It reduces 
the cost of geo-analytical works with automated 
algorithms and reduction of human labour to zero. 
Simple to handle, its easy interface eliminates the 
need to train employees in operating complex 
programs for geo-analysis. Use of cloud comput-
ing provides many more opportunities for analysis 
– both in terms of accuracy and coverage. The 
product has a ready MVP. 

FINALISTS OF THE  START-UP CHALLENGE  COMPETITION
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GR ADIS
TR ADIT ION & MODERNIT Y.  
INDUS TRY, ENERGY, 
TELECOMMUNIC AT IONS , LOGIS T ICS

This is software which allows the designing 
and multi-criteria optimisation of photometric 
designs for street lights, as well as the dynamic 
control of lighting. The scope of the service 
includes a street lighting inventory, the imple-
mentation of photometric projects and their 
optimisation, audit and advisory functions on 
the selection of LED technology, and external 
lightning control (in plans). Version 2.0 (design 
and optimisation) has already been launched. 
Version 3.0 (dynamic real-time lighting control) 
is in the design phase. The use of the software 
gives up to 15% additional electricity savings for 
street lighting. Planned dynamic control with 
the precise selection of dimming level in real 
time will increase savings by another 10-14%. 
Significant shortening of the time of street light-
ing design by over 90%.

8
INSPEC TIOS
TR ADIT ION & MODERNIT Y,  
INDUS TRY, ENERGY, 
TELECOMMUNIC AT IONS , LOGIS T ICS 

The company uses unmanned aircraft to per-
form dangerous and onerous visual inspections 
at locations that are difficult to reach.  It has 
established cooperation with a Swiss company 
manufacturing the first drones in the world that 
are resistant to collision.  The company offers 
visual inspection services of closed spaces 
(tanks, chimneys, boilers) in the power, chemical 
and petrochemical sectors. The company 
was established in September 2016 and has 
established relations with about 50 of the 
largest companies in these sectors in Poland. 
Additionally, it has established cooperation with 
the Office of Technical Inspection, which has 
approved its services as an alternative to the 
traditional methods of internal inspections. In 
2017, the company plans to enter the German 
market. 

9
LGM
TR ADIT ION & MODERNIT Y. 
INDUS TRY, ENERGY, 
TELECOMMUNIC AT IONS , LOGIS T ICS

LGM has been working on developing and 
commercialising a (patent-pending) technol-
ogy which consists in applying an electronic 
management system of the power of electricity 
generators resulting in an up to five-fold in-
crease of available power.  With its technological 
LGM innovation (a new product – a driver with 
a microprocessor and a special algorithm) it is 
possible to obtain increased output from gener-
ators in various operating conditions. It may be 
used without re-design of the devices and for 
any size of generator. It is sufficient to connect 
the driver to the power outlet of the existing 
generator and power can be received that is 
higher than the rated power. The applicant has 
found no similar solution in the world. Using 
LGM’s solution, it is possible to obtain more re-
newable energy and increase the driving range 
of hybrid vehicles and drones. The effect is a 
reduction in consumption of mineral fuels and 
improved environmental protection. Machines 
may be lighter, less expensive and available to a 
larger group of people.

10
DDOB.COM
L IFES T YLE , LEISURE INDUS TRY, OTHER

DDOB.com (Daily Dose of Beauty_is a social 
platform for influencers. There is no such other 
place on the web, claim the project’s authors. 
It groups mostly representatives of the Z 
Generation and Millennials (12 thousand user 
accounts). 150 thousand photos have been 
tagged with the following hashtags: #ddob, 
#ddobinsta and #ddobgirl. This is a community 
of several thousand key, young opinion leaders: 
bloggers, YouTubers and Instagram users. Even 
newly-started bloggers/YouTubers may find 
their way to the main page (it is the readers who 
vote what to place there). Revenues? So far from 
two main sources: non-standard campaigns for 
clients (events, landing pages, etc.) and coverage 
campaigns on Instagram. There is an innovative 
use of crowdsourcing in content marketing for 
clients. Companies may develop communication 
to their target groups with their opinion leaders. 

11
HEC TOR 2 4 .COM
L IFES T YLE , LEISURE INDUS TRY, OTHER

Hector24 is an intelligent camera which saves 
the lives and health of horses. It is provided with 
advanced artificial intelligence algorithms; on its 
own (without human intervention) it recognises 
alarming symptoms and sends alerts to horse 
owners so that they can respond in a short time. 
The start-up has developed algorithms, three 
prototypes have been built, a fourth is being 
constructed; a final design for the device’s cas-
ing has been developed and a web panel, a mo-
bile application and backend are just about to 
be finished.  The innovation of the idea consists 
in adjusting image analysis, artificial intelligence 
and DNN to detect horse behaviour caused by 
sickness.  Horse behaviour is analysed three 
times per second.

12
WOODDY
L IFES T YLE , IOT, THE LEISURE INDUS TRY, 
AND OTHER INDUS TRIES

Wooddy transfers the virtual market to a new 
level with an innovative set of VR earphones and 
changing scents that can be adapted to custom-
ers’ preferences.  

We have developed a stylish earphone set 
with a project that can help customers present 
their own expression.  Our earphone set is built 
from robust materials and is almost twice as 
light as competitive products.  Now we support 
the transition to a new level of immersion with 
the possibility to sense scents in various VR 
experiences.  Our project is based on providing 
a personalised experience tailored to clients’ 
needs.  
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13
FINFLOW
CLIENT & BUSINESS . 
TR ADE, CUS TOMER E XPERIENCE, 
F INTECH

FinFlow supports financial companies’ business 
processes. Its objectives include process 
digitisation in financial organisations (e.g. 
handling of loan and insurance applications, 
decision processes involving multiple authors) 
and aggregation of workflow, documents and 
decisions at one location. FinFlow stands out by 
having: a visual process creator and automatic 
form generation which minimise the required 
implementation time; API – providing for data 
upload to FinFlow from other systems; external 
integration providing for electronic finalisation 
of transactions (e.g. concluding contracts, IT ver-
ification, on-line payments); applying machine 
learning for automatic decisions (at the project’s 
next development stage).  FinFlow changes 
the paradigm – from thinking in terms of forms 
and documents to thinking in terms of data.  It 
eliminates paper, and accelerates and simplifies 
decision processes and transaction handling. 

14
SZOPI .PL
CLIENT & BUSINESS . TR ADE, CUS TOMER 
E XPERIENCE, AND F INTECH

Szopi.pl is a market platform which transfers 
offline business to the world of electronic trade 
and ensures order execution within 60 minutes 
with a logistics model based on electronic coop-
eration. Szopi.pl is the first company in Poland 
involved in the sale of foodstuffs with a solution 
for an economy based on cooperation. We are 
the first platform on the Polish market offering 
purchases of foodstuffs online from various 
shops with traditional premises. 

We offer our clients a broad assortment of 
products from several physical stores on the 
basis of their location. A personal shopper will 
complete the customer’s order in the store and 
then deliver the order at the time requested 
by the client.  Our target is the retail market for 
foodstuffs; however, we also intend to develop 
in the pharmaceutical sector soon.  

15
TOSEND SP. Z O.O.
CLIENT & BUSINESS . 
TR ADE, CUS TOMER E XPERIENCE, 
F INTECH

Tos is a system to send VAT invoices (FV) using 
a B2B model. The aim is to eliminate printed 
documents and send them by e-mail. Tos is a 
place where each company may collect all its 
FVs. Tos has an API to support large companies 
in integrating their FK or ERP systems.  In Tos, 
micro and small companies will find everything 
they need to carry out business: issuing of FVs, 
maintaining revenue and expense journals, VAT 
registers, counterparty base, reports or bases 
of legal acts. 

Tos continues to have new functions added: 
JPK, tax returns, cyclical FVs, etc. 

We have filed an application to have the 
trademark registered in the European Union.  

Tosend Sp. z o.o. is a finalist in the fourth 
edition of the Orange Fab Program and, thus, 
since March has been involved in the Orange 
acceleration. 

16
IT PL ATFORMS OF VEGA 3D
INDUS TRY 4 .0 . 
ROBOTICS , AUTOMATION, I T, 
NE W MATERIAL S

VEGA 3D platforms are used to develop strate-
gic operating systems in key economic sectors. 
They have been tested in taking inventory, 
designing and managing the functioning and se-
curity of large sites and industrial facilities.  They 
can also be applied, e.g. in the defence industry, 
medicine and education. 

They constitute a completely new approach 
to information flow management. They operate 
almost like the human brain – they can become 
specialised in certain areas. No other IT system 
has such a developed interdisciplinary operating 
program base. 

VEGA 3D has innovation certificates from 
AGH and the Technological Park at the Silesian 
University of Technology. They have been 
recommended by Vattenfall, PGNiG and Chopin 
Airport in Warsaw. 

17
REBUG . IO
INDUS TRY 4 .0 . 
ROBOTICS , AUTOMATION, I T, 
NE W MATERIAL S

Rebug.io records the behaviour of site or appli-
cation users and detected programming and 
functional errors. 

The person responsible for the site will view 
recorded sessions in his/her own panel exactly 
like a film in YouTube. As a result, errors will be 
remedied sooner and more effectively; with the 
widget placed on the site, he/she will be remote-
ly connected to the user’s screen and will solve 
the problem there and then. 

We plan to employ people suffering from 
autism and Asperger’s syndrome who, despite 
their social problems, are extremely talented in 
testing and handling IT services.

We have won participation in TechCrunch 
Disrupt in New York, Wolves Summit in Warsaw 
and the EU Startup Conference in Berlin. We 
have acquired support within “Go To Brand” 
and thus we represent our startup in London, 
Lisbon, San Francisco and Vienna.

18
SK Y TRONIC SP. Z O.O.
INDUS TRY 4 .0 . 
ROBOTICS , AUTOMATION, I T, 
NE W MATERIAL S

Sky Tronic, as one of the first companies in the 
world, has been working on the production 
technology of unmanned aircraft controlled 
by a system based on artificial intelligence 
elements – fuzzy logic (FLC). This refers to the 
development of a flight control and stabilisation 
algorithm that monitors, assesses and controls 
the object solving problems in the same way a 
human brain does.  With this technology, control 
of unmanned aircraft will be more precise and 
safer in adverse weather and site conditions. 
The innovative nature of the solution was rec-
ognised by the jury at the New Economy Heroes 
2017 international competition, and to confirm 
its global potential, the company was awarded 
an innovation leader 2017 statue. The technolo-
gy was also recognised by the jury at the Wolves 
Summit 2017.
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19
AGENS. PL
CLIENT & BUSINESS .  

TR ADE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH

Agens is an effective method for 

buying insurance. You need to select 

a type of insurance and fill in a simple 

form with data. The service will 

archive all the things which you have 

submitted, sold or bought. Customers 

can also decide to take part in an 

auction in order to find the cheapest 

and the most-advantageous insurance 

(persons who are looking for insurance 

use the site free of charge). 

Filling in the short form will ensure 

contact with agents abroad and access 

to the best and cheapest packages 

all over this country. This is the first 

platform in Poland which allows local 

insurance agents to operate globally. 

There are about 35 thousand such 

agents in our country, – and each of 

them is a potential client...

20
ANNA
CLIENT & BUSINESS .  

TR ADE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH

Anna is a 24-hour virtual assistant 

at a real-estate agent. She engages 

with the real estate agent’s leads via 

text messages and email. When the 

lead gets in contact – using an agent’s 

website or a portal with packages 

such as Otodom or Gratka – Anna 

responds to the form enquiry within 

5 minutes, increasing the chance for 

the transaction to be effected by as 

much as 21 times. It provides the 

answer to the question of the lead 

(text message or email), but also 

acquires new information, creating 

its profile. Both the record of the 

conversation and the profile go to the 

agent (text message with the profile 

and access to the profile and the 

course of the conversation on the 

web platform). Here, the automation 

(using Machine Learning) of the 

customer-engagement process is of 

practical significance for every type of 

business in which the client expresses 

its interest in the proposition (apart 

from real-estate agents; also including 

developers, car dealers, insurance, 

banks, and tourism).

21
UR BAN DISPER SED 
R ETENTION AND ENERGY 
S YS TEM AQUAR E S 
F OR HUMANS. 

B IOTECHNOLOG Y, MEDICINE , 

ECOLOG Y

This is a start-up which offers 

a retention and energy system 

which allows you to adapt urban 

environments to climate changes 

(such as cloud beating or drought). 

Aim? The retention of rainwater in the 

areas of compact urban development, 

plus the possibility to use water 

to generate electric energy for the 

external illumination of buildings 

and for the irrigation of deposits 

with vegetation. The innovation 

of this solution? Among others, a 

controllable and dispersed system of 

interconnected vertical (cascade-filled) 

and horizontal containers for the 

retention of rainwater in a compact 

urban development, the containers 

being covered with the deposits of 

planted vegetation thus controlling 

the operations of a set of containers 

distributed around the city.

22
AUTENTI
CLIENT & BUSINESS .  

TR ADE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH

This is the first such solution in 

Poland, and one of few in Europe. 

Autenti is a platform for the 

authorisation of documents and the 

conclusion of agreements via the 

Internet. It is possible to register a 

signature from any electronic device 

with access to the Internet – at 

any place and time. Thanks to this 

solution, it is possible to send and 

sign electronic files, in any format 

(word, pdf, jpg etc.), containing, for 

example, agreements, resolutions, 

arrangements, reports, contracts, 

orders, cost estimates, corrective 

invoices. This service is useful in 

relationships with business partners, 

consumers and employees. Autenti 

is adapted to the requirements of 

European law, and processed data 

is confidential and encrypted. The 

platform is also available to individuals 

(consumers) who can create a free 

account in Autenti and use the 

electronic signature free of charge for 

private purposes. 

23
BCBAPP.COM
CLIENT & BUSINESS . TR ADE, 

CUS TOMER E XPERIENCE, 

F INTECH

The Business Card Book consists of 

cloud-synced mobile applications, 

iO’s, Android & Web, which allow 

you to: create your own, interactive 

electronic business cards, archive 

and manage received business cards 

(including paper ones) and exchange 

them electronically with other users. 

Business cards can be exchanged 

in unlimited quantities – using NFC, 

Bluetooth, QR, Air Drop, e-mail, 

SMS or WhatsApp; and the Beacon 

technology allows you to give your 

business card to multiple recipients 

at the same time. An interactive 

business card can be also placed on 

a website, in the footer of an email or 

saved on an NFC tag. Benefits? For 

example, strengthening marketing 

activities and building modern 

relations. BCBapp.com is the owner of 

the complete set of copyrights. 

2 4
BILLY – PURCHA SING 
A SSIS TANT 
CLIENT & BUSINESS . TR ADE, 

CUS TOMER E XPERIENCE, 

F INTECH

Billy combines information from 

consumers, stationary commercial 

and manufacturers networks. The 

company offers “exit polls after 

leaving the store” data (information 

from shopping lists from stationary 

stores, and in future from e-receipts), 

and also an advertisement in the 

form of “add-words” in stationary 

stores (with knowledge of what the 

consumer is planning to buy, we 

can influence the consumer’s choice 

of products). The “WhatsApp with 

selected consumers” communication 

is involved (examining consumers’ 

decision-making and questioning 

consumers about their opinions). 

Advantages of the solutions? This is 

a smart shopping list which is also 

tailored to the consumer’s needs. 

It contains current product ranges 

of many networks of stationary 

stores located in the consumer’s 

area. Current, anonymous, data on 

the client’s preferences, decisions, 

limitations and shopping history, as 

well as adjustment of advertisements 

to the consumer’s needs. Providing 

tools for analysing data, targeting ads, 

and surveying selected consumers.

2 5
BIN - E
INDUS TRY 4 .0 . ROBOTICS , 

AUTOMATION, I T,  NE W 

MATERIAL S

Bin-e – a smart bin designed as a 

solution for smart buildings, and 

companies dealing with waste 

management in offices and in public 

space, such as offices, airports, train 

stations and shopping centres. In 

September last year, a prototype was 

created which facilitated the validation 
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of technology and the acquisition of 

valuable new team members. After 

attracting the investor, the work 

related to the production version 

of the device is currently being 

finalised and the implementation 

of the pilot series of the products is 

currently being prepared. BINe as 

the first device on the market has 

a waste-recognition functionality. It 

uses an intelligent machine-learning 

system, based on neural networks. 

The intelligent bin has a unique 

sorting system. Our competition 

sells products mainly in the outdoor 

segment. Bine-e is targeted at other 

segments of the market: offices and 

other internal public facilities. 

26
C AR DIOCUBE
F OR HUMANS. 

B IOTECHNOLOG Y, MEDICINE , 

ECOLOG Y

A group of physicians and engineers 

launched CardioCube – a med-tech 

company empowering hospitals and 

insurance companies, via cloud-

based computerised information 

systems, to support the treatment of 

patients suffering from Cardiovascular 

disease. The product consists of three 

elements. 

1. The CardioCube Cloud – 

machine learning algorithms for a 

physician (in a hospital) to analyse 

large EDM data and data on patients 

with home care.

2. The CardioCube API.AI – a 

patient-data interface for patient care, 

integrated with Amazon Echo (Alexa), 

chatbot and Facebook messenger.

3. The CardioCube device – a 

patient-data interface for home use, 

serving as a medical product for high-

risk patients.

We want to provide the patient 

with the safety of home therapy 

and thus reduce the number 

of complications. Our aim is to 

reduce the number of unplanned 

hospitalisations, and thus provide 

savings for the system. 

27
3D SURGERY
F OR HUMANS. 

B IOTECHNOLOG Y, MEDICINE , 

ECOLOG Y

3D Surgery provides individual 

solutions for surgery. The psModel 

consists of anatomical models for 

planning operations. They reflect 

the patient’s anatomical structure 

in a 1:1 scale (invaluable help 

in understanding changes and 

pathologies, and the possibility to 

plan and conduct trial operations). 

PsGuide is a disposable surgical tool 

in the form of templates for surgical 

instruments. Their task is to precisely 

lead surgical instruments to a specific 

place and at a specific angle (the 

product is in the implementation 

stage). PsImplant consists of individual 

designed bone implants which give 

the possibility of the complicated 

reconstruction of defects or bone 

anastomosis. They play a special role 

in orthognathic, reconstructive and 

traumatological surgery (the product 

is in the implementation phase).

28
CLIC TICK .COM
L IFES T YLE , THE FREE-T IME 

INDUS TRY, OTHER

This is a system for searching and 

booking tickets for cultural, sports 

and other events. Within a few 

clicks, you can confirm the purchase 

of a ticket and affiliated services. 

What are the affiliated services? 

These are, for example, travel and 

accommodation. Cooperation with 

transport companies and hotels 

guarantees the fast and efficient 

completion of the order. Cooperation 

with banks and insurers will make it 

possible to use fintech technology. 

What else? Affiliation with insurers 

and the selling of insurance to people 

who will buy affiliated services, or 

for other interested persons. An 

electronic wallet and micro-loans for 

registered members. Social actions 

(e.g. financing tickets for MOPS or 

children from sports and art schools). 

Connection with the crowdfunding 

portal. The organisation of financing 

theatrical, musical and sports 

projects. There is no such formatted 

product on the Polish market. 

29
COLDC YCLONE
TR ADIT ION & MODERNIT Y. 

INDUS TRY, ENERG Y, 

TELECOMMUNIC AT IONS , 

LOGIS T ICS .

This invention describes a schema 

of a cooling system. A separator 

is the key (new in that part of the 

cooling system) element of the 

system. A good separator has to be 

inexpensive, easy to produce, and 

able to sufficiently separate fractions 

(here it is not critical), and show very 

little resistance to the flow of the 

agent. The cyclone-type separator 

would most likely be optimal. As such, 

it is not the subject of the invention, 

but it is designed for using in the 

cooling system according to the 

above-mentioned invention, and it 

can also be sold as an addition to 

the licence for the single use of the 

invention for commercial purposes. 

Innovation: over 10% higher efficiency 

in the cooling system (in particular the 

one using eco-friendly agents) – by 

implementing an inexpensive change 

to the cooling system. This solution is 

suitable, in particular, for heat pumps, 

refrigerators, air conditioning, carrying 

freezers, chilled-water systems, and 

chillers.

30
COMAPI
INDUS TRY 4 .0 . ROBOTICS , 

AUTOMATION, I T,  NE W 

MATERIAL S

Comapi is a cloud-based platform 

(CPaaS), specialised in the delivery 

of messages via dedicated channels, 

implemented through programmable 

API’s, and without integration – 

through the use of SaaS tools. The 

platform’s innovativeness provides 

several elements not yet available on 

the Polish market. This solution puts 

the customer at the centre of the text 

communication (messaging) coming 

out of the company. It allows two-way 

communication via text messages in 

the form of chat (a world-wide unique 

solution) or a mobile application, and 

it also allows the use of the available 

knowledge or the profile of the client 

to queue message delivery in the 

queuing system (if the message is not 

delivered through one channel, the 

system delivers it via another channel, 

based on predefined rules). Comapi 

makes it possible to send a text 

message to Facebook messengers 

and to applications within one easy-

to-use platform.

31
DC XPERTS
INDUS TRY 4 .0 . ROBOTICS , 

AUTOMATION, I T,  NE W 

MATERIAL S

The Two-Phase Direct Liquid 

Cooling System (DBCP) improves 

the efficiency of heat-removing from 

ICT and electronic systems. It can 

replace energy-consuming cooling 

systems for electronic components 

(air conditioners, air/air exchangers, 

water chillers). Dielectric liquid has 

better thermal efficiency and reduced 

negative impact on components 

of ICT and electronic systems. The 

DBCP system can be used in any IT 

environment – it will improve such 

an environment in terms of material 

(reducing the amount of components 

and materials used to support the 

computing power). Substantial heat 

removal from the used liquid will allow 

the compaction of server cabinets 

without any loss of computing power. 

The surface required for air-cooled 

IT systems, requiring extensive 

infrastructure, will also be reduced. 

Electricity consumption will also fall 

dramatically.
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DER MOAPP
F OR HUMANS. 

B IOTECHNOLOG Y, MEDICINE , 

ECOLOG Y

A mobile application allowing 

quick and anonymous contact with 

specialist physicians. In most cases, 

direct contact is not needed, due 

to the self-diagnosis function. The 

project increases the awareness 

of dermatological diseases, and 

their effects. Tasks and goals? It 

facilitates and accelerates contacts 

with dermatological specialists or 

allows making a diagnosis for the 

rapid recognition and treatment 

of dermatological diseases. This is 

a mobile application with author’s 

system for auto-diagnosis. An 

artificial-intelligence system is also 

being created which will be able to 

make a diagnosis without a specialist 

doctor.

33
D - ME SH INTELLIGENT 
S YS TEM FOR THE R EMOTE 
R E ADING OF DATA FROM 
ENERGY METER S
TR ADIT ION & MODERNIT Y. 

INDUS TRY, ENERG Y, 

TELECOMMUNIC AT IONS , 

LOGIS T ICS .

This system – through customer 

feedback in the form of 

consumption profiles and an 

energy-efficiency indicator (the ratio 

of home temperature to energy 

consumption) – optimises and 

reduces energy consumption by up 

to 20%. D-Mesh makes it possible 

to carry out an energy audit. It is 

a modern approach to saving by 

the continuous monitoring of all 

measuring instruments for water, 

gas, electricity and heat – in one 

place and immediately. System 

innovation? These are process and 

technological solutions consisting of 

creating several wireless networks 

with „Grid” Topology. It consists of 

devices for reading and wireless 

sending information which do not 

need connection to electricity or 

software. D-MESH will automatically 

communicate with the archiving 

database. The information collected 

this way can be managed through 

individually selected reports.

3 4
DOITBET TER . PL
L IFES T YLE , THE FREE-T IME 

INDUS TRY, OTHER

An internet service which allows 

users to compete with one another. 

They have an opportunity to throw 

out “challenges” to other users 

and compete in such categories 

as music, computer games, 

sports, photography, etc. The user 

community decides, through voting, 

who the winner of the “challenge” 

is. The winners gain ranking points 

and prizes. Doitbetter.pl is a new 

marketing channel for advertisers; 

they can add prizes in the users’ 

challenges, at the same time 

advertising their products and 

services. Currently, companies are 

increasingly using new methods 

for the promotion of their brands, 

e.g. cooperation with influencers. 

Doitbetter.pl – marketing channel 

– creates new opportunities for 

interaction with customers.

35
DR IVECLOUD
BUSINESS & IC T. 

MANAGEMENT, ANALYSIS AND 

DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES , 

HR ,

DriveCloud lets intelligence drive 

your business… The main idea is to 

derive information from fleet cars 

(using an aggregating cloud) thus 

effecting the optimisation of costs 

and process. The solutions allows the 

continuous collection of information 

on vehicles, their position, speed, 

combustion, stops and crashes and 

monitoring and anticipating events in 

advance, AI: the planning, optimising 

and modifying of routes in real time; 

the better handling of orders via the 

introduction of live reactions; the 

provision of valuable reports and 

analyses, BI: eco-driving; security and 

geofancing; integration with external 

systems ERP, CRM, SCM, MRM, TMS.

36
DROMNIBUS
F OR HUMANS. 

B IOTECHNOLOG Y, MEDICINE , 

ECOLOG Y

DrOmnibus creates multimedia 

solutions which support the education 

of children with special needs 

and the therapy of children with 

developmental and / or behavioural 

disorders (such as autism). The 

Inclusive Education, the latest product 

from DrOmnibus, is based on Applied 

Behaviour Analysis (considered the 

most-effective method of therapy 

and universal learning method) 

and includes therapeutic tasks 

(games attractive for children, a 

progress-monitoring system, and a 

therapy organiser). New games and 

functionalities are systematically 

added. The innovation of the idea is 

its comprehensiveness (games with 

therapeutic tasks, monitoring and 

organiser in one), the Methodology of 

Applied Behaviour Analysis, and also 

applied advanced features such as 

automatic matching of content (tasks) 

to child progress (personalisation).

37
DYSKONTA .PL

CLIENT & BUSINESS . TR ADE, 

CUS TOMER E XPERIENCE, 

F INTECH

The Dyskonta system is an auction 

portal for discounting receivables 

online. Auctions are put up by debtors 

who want to quickly pay to creditors 

offering the biggest discount. Debtors 

are free to determine the auction 

parameters, i.e. duration, number 

of participants, or amount of debt. 

Auctions are closed (only invited 

creditors) and anonymous (the 

auctioneer does not know the other 

participants). The auction starts after 

the debtor makes a deposit for the 

payment for discounted receivables. 

The auction is won by the creditor 

who, at the time of its completion, 

offers the highest percentage of the 

discount. By selecting „the PayNow” 

option, the creditor accepts the 

maximum discount specified by the 

debtor, and at the same time the 

auction ends. Registered creditors can 

inform, via the system, the debtors 

of their willingness to give discount 

in return for quick payment. As 

declared by the portal originators, this 

is a completely new tool in the B2B 

financial-services market. 

38
EFFIC TORY 
INDUS TRY 4 .0 . ROBOTICS , 

AUTOMATION, I T,  AND NE W 

MATERIAL S

Effictory is a tailor-made, cloud-based, 

artificial-intelligence system which 

individually monitors all production 

processes in a facility, without the 

involvement of planners or direct 

supervising bodies.

Effictory makes optimum decisions. 

The system individually manages the 

work of employees and machines. 

Each employee receives an order 

for production which is optimal at 

the time of its delivery. The factory 

achieves the most-efficient path for 

the implementation of all production 

orders and the best use of employees 

and machines. Due to the artificial 

intelligence built into our production 

planning schedule, employees do 

not have to spend hours on manual 

production planning on every work 

site. The empirical parameters of 

previous production operations are 

used to continuously optimise the 

production schedule and produce 

more in less time.
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39
EMONERO
CLIENT & BUSINESS . TR ADE, 

CUS TOMER E XPERIENCE, 

F INTECH

EMonero.pl – social loans in an 

innovative form. The solution allows 

the full automation of the process 

of making social loans. A client 

applying for a loan receives the 

payment within 15 minutes of the 

application – providing there is a 

positive assessment of the credit risk. 

The investing client only registers 

and provides funds for investment 

in loans. EMonero invests by means 

of automation. The product for the 

client applying for a loan is identical 

to the product of the online lending 

companies. The investing client earns 

10% per annum on each repaid 

loan. In the absence of a repayment, 

the loan will be repurchased by 

eMonero.pl for 100% of the invested 

capital – on the 90th day of the 

delay in the payment. As stressed 

by the creators of the idea, due to 

the unique combination of legal and 

technological solutions, a completely 

new element has been created in 

social loans.

4 0
E - NERGY
TR ADIT ION & MODERNIT Y. 

INDUS TRY, ENERG Y, 

TELECOMMUNIC AT IONS , 

LOGIS T ICS .

E-nergy is a company which deals 

with the analyses of on-line energetic 

and ecological efficiency and 

energy auditing. It has developed 

a web portal and on-line analyses 

related to the field of its business 

activity. The company is starting the 

implementation of an innovative 

research and development project 

„e-nergy research” – a web and 

mobile application for analyses and 

comparison of energy technologies. 

The project is characterised by 

innovation in terms of product, 

process and marketing. The www and 

web application „e-nergy research” will 

integrate innovative algorithms which 

examine energetic and ecological 

efficiency with the engine, comparing 

energetic technologies for buildings 

(a platform for the marketing of 

products and industry services)

41
ENETECH
TR ADIT ION & MODERNIT Y. 

INDUS TRY, ENERG Y, 

TELECOMMUNIC AT IONS , 

LOGIS T ICS .

A transportable heat-storage facility 

is this product offered by Enetech. It 

uses phase-change materials (PCM) 

with a heat capacity 6-times bigger 

than the storage of energy in water. 

In the cylindrical storage facility, 

you can store as much heat energy 

as you need to heat a large house 

during a heating period for a month. 

This is an attractive idea, among 

others, for waste-heat recovery 

in industry. The innovation of the 

project involves changing the way of 

thinking about heat transport. Instead 

of costly and often problematic 

pipeline construction, it is proposed 

to transport energy it in a mobile 

storage facility (tank) – due to the use 

of phase-change materials for heat 

storage, which allows the maximising 

of the amount of heat stored in a unit 

of volume. 

4 2
EUROPE AN R EHABILITATION 
CLINIC
F OR HUMANS. 

B IOTECHNOLOG Y, MEDICINE , 

ECOLOG Y

This project involves developing 

and constructing an innovative, 

integrated neuromuscular stimulator 

for the diagnosis, treatment and 

rehabilitation of neuromuscular 

pathologies, which is based on 

hydrotherapy. The product will help 

to: diagnose and facilitate patients 

with peripheral nerve diseases or 

peripheral nerve injuries, speed up 

regeneration after injury, and increase 

the effectiveness of training persons 

practising sports. 

A demonstrative research stand has 

been built. The individual components 

and basic control algorithms of the 

stimulator have been developed and 

tested in laboratory conditions. 

4 3
EUROPR INTER
INDUS TRY 4 .0 . ROBOTICS , 

AUTOMATION, I T,  NE W 

MATERIAL S

Europrinter has developed a 

technology for the preparation/

production of ink for ink-jet printing, 

which allows the use of substances 

other than typical dyes (colorants) 

and applying them to the surface of 

materials and finished products, as 

well as a printing module for their 

printing. You can use classic dyes, but 

also heat or electricity-conducting 

substances, fragrances, preservatives, 

bactericides, etc. The base of the 

paint gives the possibility to „suspend 

in it” virtually any substance in the 

form of nano-particles, and affords 

already-proven features which 

allow printing with good quality and 

resistance of the ink layer to a very 

wide range of substrates (e.g. glass, 

ceramic materials, or leather). Effect? 

Significant reductions in costs and 

increases in available print speeds

4 4
FAIR BA Z AR
F OR HUMANS. 

B IOTECHNOLOG Y, MEDICINE , 

ECOLOG Y

SZAMAJ.PL is a monitoring and 

controlling system for food products 

available at retail outlets, used at 

the request of socially responsible 

producers who want to demonstrate 

the high quality of their products. 

The SZAMAJ QUALITY scale is a 

product-evaluation system. Products 

are rated from Q+ (contamination 

meets EU standards) to Q++++ 

(no contamination). Laboratory 

examinations in reputable Polish 

centres are the basis for such ratings. 

Information on the products and 

their ratings is published on www.

szamaj.pl. The Consumer Community 

Program FOODRENTGEN builds 

social engagement around the idea of 

examining food products eaten on a 

daily basis. The company emphasises 

that it is the only entity in the market 

which evaluates final products on 

store shelves (other systems evaluate 

the production process). Not only the 

price, composition, look, taste and 

package attractiveness are taken into 

account, but also – as a competitive 

factor – the level of harmful 

substances determined on a simple 

scale of quality. 

4 5
FINDSPACE . PL
L IFES T YLE , THE FREE-T IME 

INDUS TRY, OTHER

Findspace.pl is a market place, based 

on the SaaS system, for owners of 

premises and facilities made available 

for short-term rental for various types 

of events. We have managed to create 

a proposal tailored to the customers’ 

needs and are providing solutions 

which make the organisation of even 

the most-ambitious events quick 

and simple. For the right choice of 

the dream place for the event, the 

customer can use a large database 

of premises in one place. In the 

portal, the customer can find the 

most-important parameters used in 

searching for premises and prices 

suggested by „the premises advisor”. 

This is the only portal On the market 

– according to its creators – with such 

a large base of event premises. A 

nationwide project with the possibility 

of extension (it starts from Warsaw).

4 6
FIR S T11
L IFES T YLE , THE FREE-T IME 

INDUS TRY, OTHER

First11 is a solution for football 

players. It allows for a broad analysis 

of the game, and in addition it is 

not expensive. It is suitable for an 

amateur football player as well as a 

junior player playing in an extra-class 

team or a Premier League team 



player fighting to get to the top of 

the professional-sports ladder. The 

sensor technology for football players 

is based on detailed analyses of 9-axis 

accelerometer data. The essence 

of the study is signals from each 

axis subjected to filtration and the 

detection of individual movements. 

Downloaded, and later, compiled, 

data are directly converted on the 

device, ensuring the precision of the 

results of the players. Communication 

in the basic version (using BLE 4.2) 

has the ability to remotely extend 

software embedded by the user 

application.

47
FUTUR E S TEPS
INDUS TRY 4 .0 . ROBOTICS , 

AUTOMATION, I T,  NE W 

MATERIAL S

The interactive floor is a product for 

public spaces (hotels, spas, hospitals, 

offices, agencies). It allows the 

dynamic displaying of information 

(mainly multicolour routes for getting 

to premises) and reading the location 

of the directed person. Simple 

interaction with the user is possible 

(e.g. the selection of a route or a 

simple confirmation). This is a new 

type of user interface. Currently – as 

stressed by the creators – there is no 

such a product on the market. The 

new solution should create a need for 

the better care of the client/ patient/ 

applicant. The ability to locate the 

directed person allows the dynamic 

identification and modification of 

the route to the destination, and it 

can also be integrated with security 

systems – for example to control 

whether a particular person is in the 

right zone of the building. 

4 8
GA SLINER
TR ADIT ION & MODERNIT Y. 

INDUS TRY, ENERG Y, 

TELECOMMUNIC AT IONS , AND 

LOGIS T ICS

GasLiner has developed an off-

network gas station CNG, which is 

mobile or stationary, and compatible 

with biomethane and hydrogen.

The Modular Station GasLiner is 

a multi-functional CNG-refuelling 

system, which independently 

performs three functions 

(compression, storage, unloading), 

which are typically performed by 

three different devices. The Mobile 

Station Gas Linear, mounted on 

a trailer for quick deployment at 

gas stations across the country, 

provides a constant supply of 

CNG fuel for new fleets without 

access to a pipeline or during the 

construction or maintenance of a 

fixed station. GasLiner uses innovative 

multifunctional liquid-piston 

technology. The original GasLiner 

technology is widely patented.

49
GETC
INDUS TRY 4 .0 . ROBOTICS , 

AUTOMATION, I T,  NE W 

MATERIAL S

GETC has unique „know how” – i.e. 

the implementation of an automated 

system for paid-parking-zone 

management (SPPN). It allows 

comprehensive SPPN management 

with the actual verification of parking-

fee payments and the enforcement 

of additional charges. Effect? A 

significant increase in revenue for 

the city. On the roads, cars/scooters 

equipped with ANPR cameras scan 

licence plates – one car can scan 1500 

vehicles per hour, a scooter – 800. 

Based on data from the cameras 

and from the parking-fee database, 

the system detects whether the 

parking fee has been paid, and it is 

also verified by persons from the 

back office. If the fee has not been 

paid, the system automatically sends 

queries to the CEPIK database in 

order to retrieve data on the vehicle’s 

holder and issue an additional fee. 

This solution automates the entire 

process, allowing effective zone 

management and efficient verification 

of parking fees. 

50
THE S TOCK E XCHANGE OF 
PROJEC TS
CLIENT & BUSINESS . TR ADE, 

CUS TOMER E XPERIENCE, 

F INTECH

An internet service for selling and 

buying house designs. The sales site is 

targeted at architects and designers. 

The purchase site is dedicated to the 

current users of house catalogues, 

and smaller developers. The novelty is 

that individual architects can sell their 

own designs in a systematised form 

of catalogue houses. The idea uses 

the rules of social networking. It is 

also a two-way architectural platform 

of cooperation between an architect 

and an individual client. An additional 

advantage will be the substantive 

support by the site administration and 

the forum of users who are currently 

and directly engaged in the building of 

their own houses. In the final version, 

it is planned to introduce a module 

for examining plot absorption (based 

only on the number of the plot) using 

the Geoportal data, on the basis of 

the GH parametric design engine. 

51
GLUCOHEROE S
F OR HUMANS. 

B IOTECHNOLOG Y, MEDICINE , 

ECOLOG Y

GlucoHeroes meets the needs of 

children with diagnosed diabetes. The 

final product is a mobile application 

which develops appropriate habits 

and health-oriented attitudes, 

allowing children to understand, in a 

friendly way, the disease from which 

they are suffering. At the same time, 

it teaches the body to respond to 

hyperglycaemia or hypoglycaemia, 

indicating the consequences of 

a wrong lifestyle. Education is 

connected to the elements of 

gamification and personalisation of 

the application users, while being 

at the same time an attractive 

stimulus for shaping correct habits. 

This is done by an e-mentee with 

diabetes which the child cares for. 

The responses of the application 

e-mentee are identical to the results 

of child’s glucose measurement. 

The little patient has to provide the 

e-mentee with insulin, appropriately 

feed him/her, and organise his/her 

time.

52
D4 MAN
TR ADIT ION & MODERNIT Y. 

INDUS TRY, ENERG Y, 

TELECOMMUNIC AT IONS , 

LOGIS T ICS .

An energy tank (super condenser) 

with the use of electrodes made 

from powdered diamond (BDD) and 

nanotubes of titanium dioxide (TiO), 

which is at an early development 

stage. It is based on a composite 

electrode material of nanotubes of 

titanium dioxide (TiO2NT) coated 

with diamond. It is characterised by 

resistance to corrosion and operating 

stability in the presence of aggressive 

media. Energy density is 100 Wh/

kg and power density - 4×10 MW/

kg. It retains 90% of capacity despite 

multiple discharge/recharge cycles: 

this is a record result on a world 

scale, impossible to obtain with the 

carbonaceous pastes, carbides or 

carbonaceous nanotubes available 

on the market – claims the author. It 

also ensures operating stability, even 

in a strongly oxidising environment 

and supports very fast recharging and 

discharging processes (10-100 ms).
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53
HA XON ID BANK SA
INDUS TRY 4 .0 . 

ROBOTICS , AUTOMATION, I T, 

NE W MATERIAL S

Haxon iD Bank is a platform for 

exchanging information about 

products between entrepreneurs, 

which in real time connects products, 

manufacturers and buyers. For 

product identification, the platform 

uses RFID technology because 

it exceeds the bar-code system 

due to tagging the product with a 

unique tag, reading labels from up 

to 6 metres without optical contact, 

the ability to save more data and 

its subsequent modification, and 

the ability to simultaneously read 

up to 600 labels within less than 1 

minute. Haxon iD Bank automates 

billing processes between the service 

provider and the customer, facilitates 

warehouse processes, shares product 

information between manufacturers 

and buyers, and accurately identifies 

each object with 100% accuracy.

From July 2016, the company will 

be selling services on the platform 

with regard to the products: sarup 

hospital and laundry and inventory 

and archive.

5 4
HCM DECK
BUSINESS & IC T. 

MANAGEMENT, ANALYSIS  

AND DECISION-MAKING 

PROCESSES , HR ,

In the age of fighting for talents and 

the technological, demographic and 

social media revolution, companies 

must think about retaining and 

developing their employees by 

offering them solutions as attractive 

as the applications which the 

employees have on their private 

phones. HCM Deck allows you 

to engage and motivate your 

employees, and enhance their 

competence, by offering the system 

of the management of knowledge, 

training and competences in your 

organisation. “According to Josh 

Bersin, the soft HR systems of Oracle, 

SAP, IBM, and Workday are too large 

to be innovative and to keep up with 

changing trends and technological 

requirements – that’s why they are 

viewed as unattractive and they 

are reluctantly used by employees. 

Comparing these systems with Onet’s 

“Sympatia”, we are Tinder in the area 

of HR”, wrote the authors of the idea 

in the application.

55
HOBNOB. PRO
BUSINESS & IC T. 

MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS 

INTELL IGENCE AND DECISION-

MAKING PROCESSES , AND HR

Hobnob.pro is a global platform which 

enables you to build strong teams 

and helps people join in fascinating 

projects. HOBNOB is a place where 

people create and share professional 

reputations based on experience in 

project implementation. 

The reputation score in Hobnob.

pro allows you not only to verify 

the skills of individuals, teams and 

organisations, but also validate 

the reputations in order to obtain 

financial services. The exchange of 

information from Hobnob based on 

Blockchain, provides privacy control 

and interrelations between persons 

and service providers. The HOBNOB.

pro technology allows you to 

automatically create the most-efficient 

teams based on: the existing skill 

database, individual project history, 

and the links between project goals.

56
HONARO
CLIENT & BUSINESS . TR ADE, 

CUS TOMER E XPERIENCE, 

F INTECH

Honaro is a community marketplace. 

The consumers who have their 

profiles on it can quickly and easily 

find companies suitable to their needs 

and book such companies’ services, 

and thanks to opinions and rates they 

can be sure that they are buying the 

service they are looking for. They can 

also watch the companies so as not 

to overlook any opportunity. Honaro 

offers social networking and CRM. 

All functions are fully integrated and 

function independently. Honaro also 

has very-rich scattering possibilities. 

Thanks to special widgets, it works 

not only on the Honaro.com domain 

but also on their websites, Facebook, 

or other social networking sites, and 

even in advertisements. As a result, 

in these locations they can sell their 

services as accredited companies.

57
HR FAC TORY. PL
BUSINESS & IC T. 

MANAGEMENT, ANALYSIS AND 

DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES , 

HR ,

An on-line platform for effective 

cooperation with employers and 

recruitment agencies from across 

Poland, from instant contact in terms 

of a particular recruitment process 

to more-quickly finding the right 

candidate. That’s the second stage of 

the application, after the verification 

of the model and functionality scope 

according to the clients’ suggestions 

from both employers and recruiters. 

As stated by the submitting persons, 

the marketplace is trusted by the best 

companies in Poland and agencies, 

from small to international ones. 

For employers, this is the only tool 

offering effective cooperation with the 

professional recruiters’ community in 

order to acquire passive candidates 

who make up not less than 70% of 

the market and the „master-vendor” 

solution, providing almost unlimited 

possibilities for cooperation with 

specialised headhunters.

58
HUBBLY
BUSINESS & IC T. 

MANAGEMENT, ANALYSIS AND 

DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES , 

HR ,

Hubbly is a modular platform for 

managing retail marketing activities – 

from planning and budgeting, to the 

drafting and distributing of advertising 

materials, and the analysing of the 

efficiency of the use of materials and 

the effectiveness of retail marketing 

activities. According to the person 

submitting this start-up, Hubbly is 

the only tool which comprehensively 

supports all the key areas of retail 

marketing-campaign management. At 

the same time, it provides a common 

working environment for all involved 

parties: headquarters, local marketing 

units (e.g. stores, branches, dealers), 

creative agencies, media agencies and 

printers.

59
HYPER POL AND
INDUS TRY 4 .0 . ROBOTICS , 

AUTOMATION, I T,  NE W 

MATERIAL S

Hyperloop is a modern means of 

transport the original concept of 

which was presented in 2013 by Elon 

Musk. Hyperloop will combine the 

advantages of an airplane and a train, 

eliminating the disadvantages of the 

currently used means of transport, 

allowing travel between centres of 

agglomerations at speeds of up to 

1200 km/h. As written by the persons 

submitting this start-up, Hyper 

Poland is one of the world’s leading 

teams working on this solution. At 

present, the team already has several 

solutions which can be patented. It 

has developed very detailed projects 

for innovative stations and the track 

itself, which the competition does 

not have. For the capsule, it has 

unique solutions concerning the 

compressor. The start-up is looking 

for financing for the commencement 

of its operating activities, the 

construction of the capsule prototype, 

and the patent protection of the held 

intellectual property. 



6 0
IDENT T
INDUS TRY 4 .0 . 

ROBOTICS , AUTOMATION, I T, 

NE W MATERIAL S .

IDENTT provides products and services 

and for verifying the authenticity, and 

ensuring the integrity and security of 

information. We are working, among 

others, on solutions which will allow 

the automatic verification of identity 

documents. 

The IdenTT Verification System is 

a tool which supports the process 

of identity-document verification. 

It is especially recommended for 

institutions for which the identification 

of the customer is a priority. 

Advanced data-analysis techniques 

allow the achieving of a high degree of 

reliability of process results. 

The R&D team is carrying out 

projects related to data analysis using, 

inter alia, deep neural networks. 

Thanks to the use of innovative 

solutions, the achieved results are 

much better than those obtained 

using conventional methods. 

The IDENTT company has received 

the Loan Magazine Award.

61
IMAGE 4YOU
L IFES T YLE , THE FREE-T IME 

INDUS TRY, OTHER

The Image4you application allows you 

to print photos from your smartphone 

from anywhere in the world and then 

receive them in the form of postcards, 

polaroids, calendars, memo games, 

etc. in personalised boxes at the 

address indicated when ordering. It 

works in 10 languages, on iOS and 

Android, and it is free. Apart from 

taking a photo (or selecting it from 

the gallery), it allows you to process 

it (filters), and insert text or thematic 

stamps. Currently, the start-up 

implements a new solution fort the 

application – expanded reality. The 

idea is to introduce an innovative 

„talking-postcard” product. The 

image4you user will be able to record 

a short film for each photo, and the 

person receiving the postcard (or 

other product) with this photo, after 

pointing his/her smart-phone at the 

printed image, will see it.

62
IT AUTOMOTIVE
T 10 SS

BUSINESS & IC T. 

MANAGEMENT, ANALY T ICS , 

AND DECISION-MAKING 

PROCESSES , HR 

With its innovative product, 

OptiDealer, It Automotive creates 

new opportunities for enterprise 

management. Initially targeted at the 

automotive industry, in the long run the 

product will be applied to many other 

sectors as well. OptiDealer enables 

the automation and optimisation of 

online data. It features a dynamic panel 

screen which presents key business 

information and parameters; a KPI 

analysis then allows users to preview 

how decisions taken today can affect 

their company in the future. The 

tool uses state-of-the-art forecasting 

algorithms, provides a global business 

survey, and ensures a comprehensive 

approach to various economic 

questions. The start-up relies on its 

own knowledge base, as well as the 

expertise of specialists working with 

mathematical forecasting models.

63
JOBSQUAR E
BUSINESS & IC T. 

MANAGEMENT, ANALY T ICS , 

AND DECISION-MAKING 

PROCESSES , HR 

Jobsquare is a mobile app designed to 

manage and coordinate recruitment 

processes for low-skilled jobs, a real 

Tinder for job-seekers. The entire 

recruitment process is transferred to 

the smartphone, from the perspective 

of both the candidate and the 

employer. The solution facilitates 

the management of the recruitment 

processes and is likely to prove useful 

for management professionals who 

might not have solid HR experience. 

The model charges a small fee for 

interviews with potential employees.

6 4
KOLEO
CLIENT & BUSINESS: 

COMMERCE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH

Koleo is a platform designed to help 

thousands of passengers every day 

to plan their journey: a business 

trip, a school commute, a family 

visit, a weekend break, or vacation. 

It provides quick and convenient 

access to railway timetables and ticket 

prices with all included discounts and 

promotions; users can also buy their 

tickets remotely, without the need 

to wait in line. The platform can be 

accessed online on https://koleo.pl 

or via a mobile app. Based on 100% 

Polish technology, Koleo is designed 

to respond to the chief complaints 

of Polish rail passengers, such as 

low ticket availability, inconvenient 

purchasing processes, and the lack 

of knowledge about rail carriers, their 

special offers, and ticket prices in a 

given area.

65
KO ŁOMN IE .PL ( WHEREPRO)

CLIENT & BUSINESS: 

COMMERCE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH

Kołomnie.pl (WherePro) is a service 

designed to aggregate and order 

information on all local services 

available in Poland, collected from 

the most-trusted sources (Facebook, 

Foursquare, Google Maps, Instagram, 

and Yelp), as well as municipal 

websites. The user gains access to 

relevant and objective information 

about 520,000 local services 

throughout the country, grouped 

into nearly 800 different categories, 

such as restaurants, hotels, doctors, 

dentists, lawyers, etc. Kołomnie.pl also 

provides a Facebook-based platform, 

where service providers can manage 

their kolomnie.pl account and clarify 

the available information about their 

service. The native app kolomnie.pl 

has passed the positive verification of 

AppleApp and Google Play stores and 

can be downloaded by a broad group 

of users.

6 6
LIGHTLOG
INDUS TRY 4 .0 . ROBOTICS , 

AUTOMATION, I T,  NE W 

MATERIAL S

The start-up creates radio solutions 

for smart cities and roadside 

infrastructure, and has designed a 

versatile communication platform 

which makes it possible to combine 

the elements of smart cities and ITS 

(Intelligent Transportation Systems) 

within a single communication 

network. The solution is fully 

functional and can be applied to 

commercial products. The system is 

already used in city detectors (smog 

detectors http://czujnikimiejskie.

pl) operated in several cities. The 

network can be easily expanded to 

include new elements steered by 

lighting, information boards, battery-

powered detectors, etc. The solution 

relies on an equipment platform 

developed by the start-up, uses 

original software, and combines a 

number of different radio techniques.

67
LIT TLE BIT AC ADEMY

INDUS TRY 4 .0 . ROBOTICS , 

AUTOMATION, I T,  NE W 

MATERIAL S

The Little Bit Academy (LBA) organises 

extracurricular activities aimed at 

showing children how to carry out 

their own projects with the use of 

new technologies. The LBA teaches 

basic programming skills, computer 

graphics, safe and ethical social-

media use, and the rudiments of 

entrepreneurship. The company 

hopes to use the Start-up Challenge 

as an opportunity to present its work 

and launch a prototype of the LBA 

Design LAB product, a small drone 

(a DIY kit), composed of simplified 

elements for independent assembly, 

along with an app designed to teach 

programming and help users come 

http://czujnikimiejskie.pl/
http://czujnikimiejskie.pl/
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up with new applications for it. The 

app is at a preliminary stage of 

development; the drone prototype 

is ready. The chief innovation 

introduced by the LBA is its original 

teaching program, the only method of 

its kind currently found on the market.

6 8
MARCELLI ADV TECH SP. Z O.O.
INDUS TRY 4 .0 . ROBOTICS , 

AUTOMATION, I T,  NE W 

MATERIAL S

MarCelLi Adv Tech Sp. z o.o. is a 

technology start-up (spin-off) founded 

in 2014 by a group of employees 

from the Jagiellonian University, 

with the participation of the Polish 

branch of the InnoEnergy Knowledge 

and Innovation Community of the 

European Institute of Technology – 

KIC InnoEnergy SE, as well as the AGH 

University of Science and Technology. 

The start-up specialises in the 

development and commercialisation 

of material technologies intended 

for use in lithium-ion batteries (Li-

ion), especially in high-power and 

-capacity energy-storage systems 

(ESS), as well as in electromobility (EV 

vehicles, eBUS, charging stations). 

The commercialised product 

is an innovative technology of 

nanocomposite cathode materials for 

premium-class Li-ion batteries, based 

on nanostructural LiFePO4 lined 

with a conductive carbon nanofilm. 

The technology combines two 

patented inventions developed at the 

Jagiellonian University and the AGH 

University of Science and Technology. 

MarCelLi Adv Tech Sp. z o.o. owns the 

exclusive licence for these patents. 

69
MENU+
CLIENT & BUSINESS: 

COMMERCE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH

This start-up creates an online 

platform which allows HoReCA 

entities to calculate the energy value 

and the concentration of macro- and 

micronutrients in their meals, and to 

detect the presence of allergens in 

food. Once relevant data are fed into 

the system, they are converted into 

consumer-friendly information which 

facilitates the best choice of meal. 

The platform can be accessed online 

or via a mobile app. Information is 

also available via dedicated plug-

ins (API) for food-related websites 

(Takeaway, Myfitnesspal, Tripadvisor). 

Apart from its informative role, the 

platform also acts as a marketing tool 

for entrepreneurs and leads to multi-

level gains. The start-up is currently 

designing the MVP.

70
MIDYOU
CLIENT & BUSINESS: 

COMMERCE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH

Midyou is an innovative community 

platform which brings together 

apartment owners and renters, with a 

view to simplifying the renting process 

and reducing its total length. A virtual 

3D tour makes it possible to view/

show an apartment online, without 

the need to spend time on multiple 

meetings or review unintelligible 

online listings. Detailed personal 

profiles, user verification procedures 

and ratings help avoid potential 

disappointments. Developers provide 

24/7 support for the entire duration 

of the contract. The project is 

currently at the MVP stage.

71
MILTON E SSE X SA
F OR HUMANS. 

B IOTECHNOLOG Y, MEDICINE , 

ECOLOG Y

Milton Essex SA was founded in order 

to implement and commercialise 

what its creators believe is a ground-

breaking innovation in allergy 

diagnostics on a global scale. The 

company developed SkinNext®, 

a revolutionary tool designed to 

automate and digitise testing with 

Prick Tests and Patch Tests, the 

most-popular method of detecting 

hypersensitivity to allergens/haptens 

in humans. Even though skin tests 

are very sensitive and precise, 

their subjective interpretation is 

often ambiguous and results in an 

erroneous “false positive” or “false 

negative”) diagnosis. Thanks to 

the use of objective markers, the 

new invention makes it possible to 

obtain an accurate reading of test 

results and makes the whole process 

automatic, thus reducing potential 

errors and ambiguity.

7 2
MOBO SP. Z O. O. , BONUS - 
NAME OF THE PRODUC T
CLIENT & BUSINESS: 

COMMERCE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH

Bonus is a platform designed to 

help attract customers to shopping 

centres, composed of a mobile app, a 

dashboard for marketing automation 

and gamification, a tool for analysing 

customer preferences, and a beacon 

network. The app increases customer 

traffic and helps activate, attract, 

and maintain clients by dynamically 

distributing various discounts and 

special offers. Bonus is innovative 

in four dimensions: based on 

gamification processes, it harnesses 

the synergy of beacon technology 

with interactive, customised 

marketing, and combines a new type 

of customer loyalty with the fun of 

shopping in a single process. The 

most-important feature which sets 

the app apart from other solutions 

on the market is the ability to create 

gamified shopping scenarios based 

on customised discounts, rewards, 

quests, and intriguing surprises. A 

preliminary version of the app has 

already been built.

73
NAWIGUJ .COM
CLIENT & BUSINESS: 

COMMERCE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH

Nawiguj.com is a simple, innovative 

sales solution for the real-estate 

sector, which automates the 

presentation of real estate in the 

field and helps save travel costs and 

time. The project is composed of 

two integrated elements: an online 

platform where users can build 

and manage their own real-estate 

database and an app designed for 

mobile use while viewing parcels. The 

app can be obtained from Google 

Play and AppStore and is completely 

free to download and use. Its chief 

functions include the ability to mark 

the boundaries of available parcels 

on the map (real-time preview), 

navigate to the parcel, create visited-

sites reports (both for agents and 

clients), locate the nearest-available 

infrastructure (gas, electricity, water 

and sewage), and order drone 

photographs.

74
NIBULO
INDUS TRY 4 .0 . ROBOTICS , 

AUTOMATION, I T,  NE W 

MATERIAL S

Nibulo offers a smart monitoring 

service in the cloud, which warns 

users of dangerous events (such as 

intrusion into a protected area, an 

attempt to sabotage the camera, or 

irregular behaviour) as they unfold 

without the need to breach user 

privacy. Early crime detection allows 

you to take immediate action and, for 

instance, stop a thief in the act. Users 

receive a device which calculates 

metadata from surveillance cameras 

and sends them to the server 

for further analysis. User privacy 

is respected, since nobody sees 

actual surveillance-camera images. 

The device can be used in existing 

monitoring systems. The start-up has 

already built a working prototype and 

conducted the first tests with end 

users to tailor the package to their 

expectations. New functionalities will 

be added in the future.



75
PEPE HOUSING
CLIENT & BUSINESS: 

COMMERCE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH

Pepe Housing is a web-based foreign-

student-accommodation platform 

(marketplace) which connects arriving 

students with the local real-estate 

market. Pepe Housing introduces a 

new technology in the field. Renters 

who use the platform are able to 

preview selected advertisements, 

make bookings, and safely transfer 

money, while apartment owners 

get to optimise the rental process, 

increase the occupancy rate, and 

increase returns from assets.

76
POMYS Ł SZEFA
CLIENT & BUSINESS: 

COMMERCE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH

Pomysł Szefa combines online 

shopping with a DIY concept, 

supplying the client with a box 

which contains a recipe and all the 

ingredients necessary to prepare a 

meal. The customer receives recipes 

of top-restaurant quality and saves 

time and money. The solution is also 

meant to address the issue of wasting 

food, and shows the hallmarks of 

both product innovation and process 

and technology innovation. The 

project has won the contest for the 

best company concept organised by 

Technopark Gliwice and BZ WBK. In 

the future, the company is planning 

to sell kitchen utensils, and organise 

culinary workshops and culinary 

training courses.

77
PRODIO SP. Z O.O. 
BUSINESS & IC T. 

MANAGEMENT, ANALY T ICS , 

AND DECISION-MAKING 

PROCESSES , HR 

We are giving freedom back to small-

company owners, providing them 

with a tool to manage and control 

their production from any corner of 

the world.

Prodio is a simple and user-friendly 

system which transplants industry 

4.0 concepts into the daily reality 

of thousands of small production 

companies which cannot afford 

complex management systems. 

Just as Henry Ford started an 

industrial revolution, turning cars 

into a common good, and Bill Gates 

brought computers into private 

households, we are committed 

to provide micro- and small-sized 

businesses with easy access to 

the blessings of the web and 

production-management tools. 

With us, implementing a production 

programme is as easy as using an 

e-mail inbox.

78
PROMOVOLT
CLIENT & BUSINESS: 

COMMERCE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH

Promovolt is a computer system 

which analyses visual and textual 

commercials to predict their impact 

on potential customers, based on 

text-readability indices, marketing 

words, onomatopoeias, phonetic 

symbolism, free-image space, and the 

psychology of colour.

In its current version, it allows you 

to analyse textual commercials in three 

languages: Polish, English, and Russian.

The Promovolt system is based on 

sound science. It is an open-source 

project which helps increase product 

sales by up to several times. The task 

can be sent by e-mail or submitted to 

a Slack bot.

Achievements: third prize at 

StartupDen 2017, finals of the Startup 

Programme Innovation 2017.

79
PROOFLY
CLIENT & BUSINESS: 

COMMERCE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH

Proofly inspires users who visit the 

website to take action and facilitates 

the promotion and implementation 

of communication objectives: by 

showing users what others do, it is 

possible to spur their involvement. 

And it is only a small step from there 

to a decision to place an order, sign 

up for a newsletter, or set up an 

account.

There is no other product of its kind 

in the Polish market. The solution is 

implemented based on social proof 

presented in real time. It is also a 

marketing innovation. Until now, 

social proof consisted of references, 

opinions, and reviews. We introduce 

its new dimension: intelligent 

notifications which neatly fall into 

sales and marketing strategies.

8 0
PUB 4 SOCIAL
SP. Z O.O.

INDUS TRY 4 .0 . ROBOTICS , 

AUTOMATION, I T,  NE W 

MATERIAL S

My Social Seller (MSS) is an app for 

entrepreneurs who wish to create and 

send product and service offers via 

social media, and its primary purpose 

is to collect relevant customer data.

MSS is a Facebook-based 

e-commerce platform, which uses an 

innovative image-recognition Chatbot 

for the Messenger app. In the future, 

we are planning to enrich the bot with 

artificial intelligence to optimise the 

manner in which its conversations are 

held. We have already run tests of the 

Google Cloud service which allows 

you to estimate the extent to which a 

text typed in by the client is saturated 

with emotions.

We won the second prize at the 

Startup Weekend Kielce 2016 

and took part in a trade show in 

Hannover.

81
PUHA
CLIENT & BUSINESS: 

COMMERCE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH

Puha is a system which allows you 

to delegate a percentage of your 

daily transactions to social initiatives, 

selected via the app or the website. 

We asked ourselves a simple 

question: “What would change in 

our country and around the world, 

if it were possible to support social 

initiatives 24/7/365 in a simple and 

regular way and at zero cost?” This is 

how puha was born. The solution is 

meant to make it easy and convenient 

to lend support to social campaigns 

and start a continuous stream of 

donations which will flow every time 

we shop

The development of this IT system, 

including the app and the website, is 

under way. For smartphone-averse 

users, we are planning to prepare 

special cards with codes. The 

core of the project will be formed 

by ambassadors active in local 

communities.

8 2
RUN LIKE A HERO
INDUS TRY 4 .0 . ROBOTICS , 

AUTOMATION, I T,  NE W 

MATERIAL S

Run Like a Hero uses GPS to stimulate 

physical activity. It differs from apps 

like Endomondo and Runkeeper in 

that it is essentially...a game which 

turns the user’s surroundings into 

a game board. Apart from well-

defined missions, it also contains a 

comic-strip narrative. Its particularly 

innovative feature is the elaborate 

interaction between the user and the 

environment.

We appeared at the DemoDay 

organised by Techhub, attracting a 

lot of positive feedback and investor 

interest, and were selected as one 

of the 50 start-ups to be presented 

at the largest European start-up 

conference on the 14th of June in 

London.
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8 3
SANEO
F OR HUMANS. 

B IOTECHNOLOG Y, MEDICINE , 

ECOLOG Y.

We hope to integrate the medical-

services market and support 

treatment organisation with the help 

of the Meedy digital platform. 

Through our Patient Portal, 

patients can schedule check-

ups, verify their diagnosis, or use 

telemedicine services. Treatment 

becomes faster, cheaper, and more 

convenient.

Doctors can treat patients with the 

help of software which contains their 

medical records, refer them for lab 

testing, and receive quick test results. 

Institutions can use the solution to 

manage health products or organise 

treatment by making the Patient 

Portal or its elements available under 

their own brand.

The start-up was awarded the 

titles of “Leader of 2015” and “Hit 

Product of 2016” by Gazeta Bankowa. 

The Meedy Doctors system was 

recommended in the same contest.

8 4
SMARTC ART SA
CLIENT & BUSINESS: 

COMMERCE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH.

Our objective is to raise customer 

satisfaction with shopping in retail 

chains and increase the revenues of 

FMCG stores and producers.

We hope to revolutionise the 

market by introducing self-service 

mobile SmartCart cash desks. The 

shopping process is monitored by 

a camera and scales placed inside 

the shopping cart and a touchscreen 

allows interaction with the customer. 

Parts of the screen are taken up by 

advertising. Our product guarantees 

safe and line-free shopping and its 

prototype is currently being tested by 

the Warsaw M&L Delikatesy chain.

We have filed for two patents. We 

are supported by the Youth Business 

Poland foundation. We have attracted 

investors and established a company, 

SmartCart SA. We have received 

funding from EU sources.

8 5
SO DE SIGN IT
CLIENT & BUSINESS: 

COMMERCE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH.

Our product is an iOS/Android app 

and a web portal which affords 

users direct access to available IT 

and design-service providers in 

their area. It serves as an excellent 

tool for the implementation of 

short-term projects by marketing 

managers in small- and medium-

sized businesses. Programmers and 

designers, on the other hand, can 

use it to find job postings. The app 

also makes it possible to manage 

projects in real time and hold direct 

communication between the parties 

via chat. It ensures easy access to 

client-service-provider databases and 

makes it possible to manage multiple 

projects at the same time. It is an 

ideal tool for companies carrying out 

urgent projects, as it simplifies and 

accelerates the design process.

86
SPORTSMANAGO. PL – 
MANAGING YOUR SPORTS 
CLUB EFFEC TIVELY
BUSINESS & IC T. 

MANAGEMENT, ANALY T ICS , 

AND DECISION-MAKING 

PROCESSES , HR 

SportsManago is a system for 

effective sports club management, 

the only such product appropriate 

for both large and small clubs, as 

well as for various disciplines. It is 

subscription-based and targeted 

mainly at sports schools.

Several sports club management 

systems are already available in the 

market. None, however, is equally 

well-suited to the needs of different 

sports disciplines. Existing solutions 

also fail to address the issues of 

training-related activities, such as roll 

calls, registering cash transactions, 

etc. SportsManago makes it easy 

for coaches and managers to find 

information taken down during games 

or training sessions without the need 

to sift through piles of paper. Data 

can be filled in on an as-you-go basis.

87
SUNDOSE A .
F OR HUMANS. 

B IOTECHNOLOG Y, MEDICINE , 

ECOLOG Y.

The product is a personalised dietary 

supplement, whose composition 

is adjusted based on customer 

predispositions and health needs 

analysed with the instruments of 

professional dietetics: a health 

questionnaire and a dietary interview. 

The product is delivered at monthly 

subscription intervals, which makes it 

possible to do without preservatives 

and fillers.

The project stands out for its 

innovative algorithms, allowing you to 

choose an efficient solution tailored 

to your specific need. Effectiveness 

here is understood as adjusting 

the composition to customer 

expectations, including price 

preferences. The start-up also uses an 

innovative distribution method.

8 8
S YNGEOS
F OR HUMANS. 

B IOTECHNOLOG Y, MEDICINE , 

ECOLOG Y.

We have created an innovative 

environmental information system which 

delivers data about air, water, and soil 

quality on an ongoing basis. Its essence 

lies in a modular system of detectors 

which can be configured according to 

specific needs. The infrastructure relies 

on the LoRawan low-power networks. 

The architecture of LoRaWAN networks 

is based on star topology, in which gates 

are transparent bridges which facilitate 

transmission between edge devices and 

the central server.

Our solution is comprehensive, 

encompassing both hardware and 

software in the cloud. The prototype 

device is ready and has already been 

tested.

We won the Business Mixer 

Katowice 2017 and the TechStartup 

2016.

89
TAKETA SK S . A .
CLIENT & BUSINESS: 

COMMERCE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH

TakeTask is the “Uber” of the 

microtask market.

We connect users and companies 

through a variety of small tasks, 

e.g. market surveys, audits, and 

microservices, making it possible 

to carry out projects quickly in any 

corner of Poland. 

We are trusted by some of the 

largest Polish and foreign brands, 

which commissioned us with more 

than 16,000 jobs in 2016.

TakeTask uses smartphones and 

the TakeTask app to report market 

data about individuals willing to take 

up various tasks in a given area, 

tapping into the trend known as the 

sharing economy. We are ready for a 

big change in the labour market.

At the Outsourcing Trade Show 

2015 – Innovations for Your Business, 

we won the Innovation of the Year 

award. We were also selected as the 

most-promising start-up at the Wolves 

Summit 2016. 



9 0
TAP TO SPE AK
L IFES T YLE , THE LEISURE 

INDUS TRY, OTHER S . 

Tap To Speak is a browser-based 

tool which allows moderators to 

communicate with conference 

participants in real time. It turns user 

smartphones into microphones, 

permitting communication by text 

and sound, surveys, polls, and, 

importantly, participant identification. 

Thanks to our solutions, clients 

observe an up to 800% increase 

in participant involvement and 

emphasise that their talks are much 

better received. To give an example: 

one of our clients, Geoff Roski of 

Covance INC, recently told us that he 

was asked nearly 900 questions at 

a meeting in London, which helped 

him to prepare better for subsequent 

events

91
TAPON
CLIENT & BUSINESS: 

COMMERCE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH.

TapOn is a retail marketing platform 

which combines four functions: 

configuring and managing loyalty 

programmes, collecting data 

from various sources to construct 

comprehensive customer profiles, 

precise targeting of marketing 

messages, and configuring and 

managing customised marketing 

campaigns. The combination of these 

functions within a single platform 

causes a “wow effect”. The solution 

makes it possible to design campaigns 

with elements of gamification and 

loyalty programme incentives. By 

expanding customer profiles to 

include, for instance, data from social 

media, it allows retailers to reach 

clients in real time with a personalised 

message.

The product innovation of TapOn 

lies in the combination of a unique set 

of functions within a single platform, 

not found in any other “full-stack” 

marketing tool.

92
TOP THER M
F OR HUMANS. 

B IOTECHNOLOG Y, MEDICINE , 

ECOLOG Y.

The company aims to market a new 

air-purification and -ventilation device 

in Poland. The device is mounted 

in the upper part of a wall and air 

is delivered to a room through an 

opening placed at the back. The 

most-important component is a 

cassette with absolute filters, carbon 

filters, and an electrostatic filter. 

Its additional function is to create 

a slight hypertension to prevent 

microorganisms from penetrating 

into the room. The prototype has 

been installed in the house of its 

creator and helped to eliminate the 

negative effects of the previously used 

gravitational ventilation system.

The product is designed for people 

who suffer from symptoms related 

to low air quality but cannot afford a 

full hygienic mechanical ventilation 

system.

93
UNITDOSEONE
F OR HUMANS. 

B IOTECHNOLOG Y, MEDICINE , 

ECOLOG Y.

UnitDoseOne is an automatic 

pharmacy which prevents errors in 

drug preparation and administration 

in hospitals, helping to save 7 to 

30% of drug budget resources by 

automating and strictly controlling 

drug storage and circulation.

The modular nature of our solution 

makes it fit both for small and large 

hospitals; our competitors mostly 

cater to the needs of the latter.

A unique element of the system is 

the so-called smart patient box, which 

allows you to control drug dosage at 

the last moment, i.e. while medication 

is being administered by the nurse.

9 4
UNIVER KO
BUSINESS & IC T. 

MANAGEMENT, ANALY T ICS , 

AND DECISION-MAKING 

PROCESSES

Univerko is the first European 

portal for students and graduates 

which streamlines the process of 

studying and allows you to verify its 

authenticity. It automatically creates 

job-candidate profiles based on users’ 

activity in the real and virtual world.

The portal will improve 

communication between students 

and employers, who will gain access 

to a database containing detailed 

information about the specific 

features and skills of potential 

employees. The portal will also allow 

real-time contact. We are the first 

to make it possible for employers 

to follow students throughout the 

duration of their studies.

We have received an AIP 

recognition diploma and are 

accelerated by the “Hub of Talents”. 

We have also made it to the finals of 

Imagine Cup, the largest technology 

contest for student start-ups, 

organised by Microsoft.

95 
UPOMINKI3D
L IFES T YLE , THE LEISURE 

INDUS TRY, OTHER S .

Upominki3D taps into state-of-the-art 

scanning and printing technologies 

to produce personalised objects 

for individuals and companies. Our 

last job, for instance, was to create 

candles based on the CT scan of a 

patient’s teeth. The candles were 

meant as a gift for young dentists 

enrolled in a training course. 

Product innovation in this case 

involves creating unique objects. 

The development plan of the start-

up also includes the introduction 

of organisational innovation. 

Technological innovation (equipping 

the enterprise with machines and 

software) will be implemented thanks 

to proceeds from the operating profit.

9 6
V- R AIL & ROADS
INDUS TRY 4 .0 . ROBOTICS , 

AUTOMATION, I T,  NE W 

MATERIAL S

V – RAIL & ROADS (V) is an 

ultramodern system which supports 

inventory-taking, design, and the 

management of rail and road 

communication routes. It is able 

to carry out interdisciplinary and 

interactive 3D analyses of the 

complex underground infrastructure 

of rail and road lines. In many aspects, 

it surpasses the products of market 

tycoons; it has many more operational 

and analytical functions.

It has received positive reviews 

from top experts.

The “V” system makes it possible 

to carry out parallel analyses of data 

from more than a dozen sources: 

laser scanners, georadars, magnetic 

detectors, etc. Visualisations are 

performed in a 3D imaging system 

with very high resolution.

97
WATER LE SS
F OR HUMANS. 

B IOTECHNOLOG Y, MEDICINE , 

ECOLOG Y.

Waterless is an innovative, 

waterless, mobile car wash. It is also 

environment-friendly, completely new 

to the Polish market.

Waterless washing methods 

employed by Waterless have long 

been used in various countries 

suffering from water shortages.

The method is in itself very 

innovative. It requires as little as 300 

millilitres of a special cleaning agent, 

which makes the car glow and leaves 

the environment intact. Importantly, 

the special cleaning agents used by 

Waterlass makes the car remain clean 

for 3-4 weeks.
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98
WHOISHIR ING . IO
BUSINESS & IC T. 

MANAGEMENT, ANALY T ICS , 

AND DECISION-MAKING 

PROCESSES

Whoishiring.io is a global portal 

with job postings for programmers, 

designers, marketers, and all 

professionals affiliated with the 

technological sector.

Our clients include Apple, Amazon, 

PepsiCo, Zalando, Motorola, Uber, 

Lyft, Atlassian, Basecamp and 

Estimote.

We are able to forecast trends in 

technology, employment, and urban-

area development. We are currently 

working on user profiles, which will 

make it possible to provide employers 

with relevant data about potential 

candidates.

The product is very advanced 

technologically: we offer a fast search 

engine, a beautiful UI, and numerous 

filters which help sort job ads in a 

quick and accurate manner. We are 

also working on a panel which will 

allow anyone who posts on the portal 

to review visitor statistics.

9 9
XCHANGER . IO
CLIENT & BUSINESS: 

COMMERCE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH

Xchanger.io helps small- and medium-

sized businesses save money 

on hidden bank commissions by 

enhancing money- and currency-

exchange transactions. Thanks to 

cooperation with 30 international 

money operators, we are able to 

deliver as many as 103 currencies to 

193 countries.

Xchanger allows you to save on 

hidden bank commissions with a 

single complex solution: a money-

operator integrator. What is at play 

is not just a simple comparative 

process, but a user-friendly delivery 

of advanced financial consulting 

solutions.

Xchanger makes it possible to find 

the best rate on the international 

money operator market and make 

an international payment. All this 

in a single system with access to a 

transaction history, entry tracking, and 

e-wallet-management features.

10 0
ZLECENIOMAT. PL
CLIENT & BUSINESS: 

COMMERCE, CUS TOMER 

E XPERIENCE, F INTECH

Zleceniomat.pl is the first Polish 

website combining the functions of a 

platform which connects clients with 

service providers, a price comparison 

app, a generator of individual 

performance advertisements, and 

a search engine looking for reliable 

reviews of service providers.

It is possible to select between 

service providers defined in the 

services catalogue.

The app is being tested and the 

catalogue is under way.

The solution is particularly 

innovative in that it treats services as 

products. This makes them available 

for comparisons typical of the latter. 

This approach has also made it 

possible to create and implement 

a package generator. The solution 

can thus be considered to show 

both process and organisational 

innovation.

INMOTION
SK ANSK A URBAN QUES T

We specialise in the production of 

filming devices and image processing 

and analysis technologies. Our newest 

product is a Smartphone Slider, i.e. 

an iPhone filming studio. It allows 

bloggers, athletes, lecturers, and 

travellers to shoot even-better videos 

with their iPhones, thanks to features 

such as face detection, movement 

detection, the sliding and moving 

of the camera to follow the person, 

triggering by a wireless proximity 

sensor, and a rendering cloud 

which allows the use of professional 

colour grading in iPhone videos. The 

company was co-funded by the VC 

Zernike Meta Ventures fund.

S YNATI (E XON)
SK ANSK A URBAN QUES T

Synati is a revolution in building 

steering and automation. It is an 

innovative solution which allows you 

to achieve complete integration with 

the environment without the need 

for additional devices, not even a 

smartphone.

It is also the first solution in the world 

to use augmented reality to manage 

the environment.
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